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1, 1956

Largest
Circulation In The
City: Largest
Circulation In
The County
United Press

IN OUR 77th YEAR

Vol. LXXVII No. 196

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, August 17, 1956

Adial Stevenson , Receives Nomination On First
Ballot; Vice-President Race Is Wide Open

75

ire

Mr.Sam KeesConvention Changes At
Under Control; Moves Fast Ryan Milk
Announced

"I Knew You When..."

'Last Threats Stevenson Precedent Is
Of Dump Nixon Called Brilliant Move
Are Put Down

By 'iiiitiNi- CTEiia
United Press Stiff Deetragrsedent
CONVeNTION HALL' Chicago,
Aug. 17 RP -Sam Rayburn permitted a small smile to play briefly around his eyes.
"My fellow delegates." he Illsthi.
"this is the evening"
That was at t17 o'clock (Thursday night Central Daylight Time)
in the International Amphitheatre
in Chicago's stockyards.
At 9:25 p.m Mr Sam told the
delegates to be quiet The clerk
J began the roll call.
At 1012 p.m. Rayburn hit the
leatern with his gavel and announced that the D-mocrats in
national convention had just nominated Adlai E. Stevenson as the
man to nin against President Eieenhowee in 1966. At that moment
Stevenson had 9015.. votes, 219
surplus to his needs.

Rayburn silenced the delegates
By RAYMOND LAHR
to go after thel'eab himself, said
United Press Staff Correspondent he believes the "three top runners"
and put the question at 10:14 He
SAN FRAN:ISCO. Aug 17 olflgot a roar of ayes that a thousand
CHICAGO. Aug. 17 Os ---- Demo- are Kefauver. Sen John F. KenThe Republican Party's top pi oAn announcement was made ticrats jumped into a battle royal tedy
prides of lions would have been
Mass'. and Sen. Hubert
.
C
some
feseionals.
including
:OS(4a
day by John G. Ryan, President,
today over choice of a running Humphrey 4 Minn,
proud of.
the
'to
White
House
turned
on
Ryan Milk Company: that James
Johnsen said he talked to proN. Chance.For "Nir _
the heat to put down any last mate for Altai F. Stevenson.
In the first wide-open vice spective candidates nearly all night
Mr. Sam hit that board again E. Garrison, formerly acting manamove,Threats of a "dump Nixon"
presidential scrap in modern poli- and has a "preference --whom fie
with his gavel. He never said a ger af Pantatoc Creamery Co.
ment.
word about anybody having a of Pontotoc, Mississippi, has been
calmly confident tical convention history, tour sena- won't name...till later.
appeared
They
named
general manager of Ryan
tors and a big city mayor were
Mayor Robert F. Wagner of
right to vote "no" if e wanted.
,that their ready made plans for
slugging it out for delegates and New York was the big etty mayor
"There are no 'noes'," said Ray- Milk Company.
Is smooth. harmanious convention
a host of others were toying in the race. He had the help of
burn. "The 'ayes' have it."
is a
Mr. Garrison
Ito renominate President E.senhowgraduate
with the idea of getting into the former Democratic National ChairThe undoubtedly did. but Mr. of the Mississippi State College
'er and Vice President Richard M.
man James A. Farley.
Sam's time-saving methods tickled lof Agriculture and haa--a marked
Nixon would go off without a brawl.
It was all Stevenson's doing.
laughed and record of success in his former
his audience. It
New Jersey gave Wagner a
hitch.
the boost by voting to give him 91
laughed and then settled down to position. He will devote much of
Republican National Chairman Less than an hour after
oversorne sustained shouthig.
Leonard W. Hall declared that tile convention gave him an
his time to problems relating to
for the presiA gigantic scoreboard behind the procurement, processing, and
Democrats' renomination of Adlai whelming victory
dential nomination last night he
the rostrum flickered and posted marketing of manufacturing milk.
.E. Stevenson was "just fine with
threw the No. 2 race open _by_
a new total for Stevenson: 1372. He has already taken up residence
what
know
duet
I
saidIte
ROBERT WEST, 88, (left) Of Bin
refusing to state a choice.
Everybody eLee: 0.
in the community and now lives
I can; say about Mr. Stevenson
shakes hands with Adlei Stevenson. Recalling he
Convention End Uneeatain
That early Antall smile Came with his family, consisting of h's
aid
that otAverell) Harriman
escorted Adlai's father to White Haase after his
As a result nobody could be
back. You could see it easily up Wife and 3 children, on Waldrop
!Estes) Kefauver haven't already
Mr. West expressed dePresidency,
Vice
election
to
,ure the 1956 convention would
close, but the television audience Drive.
as
tonight as
sire to so accompany AdIal.
probably missed it.
to newsmen that wind up its businesspredicted
Hall
Soundpeoto)
International
Hafted
Bend Abruptly
It was further announced that
to -more planned.
Mr. Sam said mysteriously that
down
"go
will
Stevenson
eonvenA split secant' later the
. Before today's dawn four .men
the convention would "be at ease only recently Mr. James Johnson
devastating defeat than he exper• tion chairman, all trace of that
baria_bara. _f_pr the vice Dre_eirielatial
— _out been made production manias-,
-httle
partly.--hea
just
for
-ifts_1952.."
ienced
.-. Wheeled
-16
0
ea'rlY -Mush- siiilli initi-rnoinTrig-Setr Ailiei
Rayburn went away *Motet or superintendent, taking the place
because of the Democrats' "split" nod, At
and snarled, "Stop that music!"
made it five
ID-Tenni
Gore
issue.
where he was go1nit---110 of C..J. Rohwedder. Mr. Johnsanrights
saying
civil
the
on
.The musicians stopped as though
Tennessee's Gov, Frank G. Clement
Fulton. Kentucky, Is g
one in charge. The &le- 19 f
no
left
they had dropped dead. Mr. Sam
"yielded" his ambitions for the
Race Through Hearings
VOW, of We University of
gates as one man *Cola a_
whirled on the shouting delegates.
In marked contrast to the Dem- spot in /sew of the senator.
Kentucky School of Ag ri minute:done it.
They'd
They drepped dead, too. He inBy UNITED PRESS
Alabama. feat state on the
°crate battling is Chicago. the
and was formerly employed by
troduced bey. Raymond Gary of
Republicans Thursday raced through tousention roll call - list, voted' tea
Adis' E Stevenson explaining to
the Fulton Pure Milk Company
few
a
who
man
the,
*
op Yieldoo ...70
Oklahoma,
,111Asee , fur-. 00
almost_ perfunctory hea
He 'end- hts family now live on the Dirnocratie. National Corivear
hours prerioulty, neer -purbliptin'their platform with little eri no nomination-7 .
lion why he wanted it to make a
South Eighth Street.
in
Yoa.
Avereti Harriman'of,...New
•ette -.biggest .tir.
controversy.
free chqice in selecting a vice
CONVENTION HALL, Chicago,
Mr. Ryan stated that during presidential nominee: .
nomination.
Chief of Police 011is Warren is
platform rdrattera ganization and a headstart ovar
The actual
first
the
of
result
-Te
OP
17
Aug.
present
the
the last 12 years under
That was at 10:13 'p.m. Gary
in receipt of a letter from the retreated behind closed doors; 901114, We rest: of the field was sen.
"The American people have the
ACM Stevenson
said he had been talking with ballot for the Democratic presi- Ownership and under the able
Chief of Police in Paducah, thank- amid clear indications that -the ntis Kefauver. also of Tennessee.
with
consider
to
obligation
solemn
nomination:
direction of G. B. Scott the local
assistance given 'broad outlines of the document He hai been snubbed by his home of its 36 votes. The delegation
Harriman. second with 210 votes, dential
the
for
him
ing
905% company has been very successful the utmost cace who will be the the city of Paducah during their
and had been authorized to move Stevenson
; state delegation in this convention. committed 4'a votes for Kefauver
!already have been determined.
president if the elected president
210
in its operation.% and that Mr.
that the convention make it un- Harriman
centennial observance.
I The steady arrival of big GOP but he claimed to have piled up and half a vote for Kennedy.
from
will
higher
by
prevented
is
33
Davis
Scott will continue with the comanimous for Stevenson.
Four Murray polaemen went to 'names sharply increased the feel- some 350 votes in other delegations.
The Minnesota delegation decid32% pany in his same 'capacity as plant serving his full term. It is a sober P-aducah on July 28 and aided in
Battle
-ings of convention atmosphere as It 'will take 686% to win.
ed -to give-favorite son Humphrey
thirtyof
out
seven
that
reminder
23% manager and as general consultant.
Timmerman .........
durcrowds
their
lortil
into
Leader
huge
controlling the
Senate Democratic
the Democrats went
201. votes and Kefauver 8.
four presidents have served as the
451.
Symington
parade. Those assisting
(Continued On Pane Three)
don B. Johnson of Texas, refusing
The convention was called into
indirect selec- ing the
Mr. Ryan further stated that result.at-such,00
Johnson
were James Witherspoon. Norman
have tion.
session at 1 p.m. EDT to begin the
5'. problems of the industry
Lausehe
Loving.' Leo Alexander, and James
nominating
of
process
long
recent years
" . . . The choice for that office
361. greatly multiplied in
Naa,
Chandler
and,
demonstrationi
speeches.
considerable expansion the vice presidency) has become Parker.
that
and
Votes necessary ta nominate The letter is :is follows:
eventually, balloting for a vice
business is planned, and almost as important as the ahoice
the
of
6960 2.
Dear Chief Warren:
presidential nominee. The original
that these factors have made neces- for the president.
schedule, which called for StevenI do not have words at my comsary an increase in directing per" . . . In these circumstances I
istm to deliver his accecptance
.
sonnel.
have concluded to depart from mand to express my sincere apspeech tonight, seemed likely to
wonderful
your
for
the precedents of the past. I have preciation
These are the reporters coverdecided that the selection of the coopera ti on by sending four of
man go cut the window.
:'nn
g.
little
a
by
defeated
-WILSON
C.
LYLE
By
iR
-Today's
17
CHICAGO, Aug.
mad
the
set off
Stevenson
ing the political conventions for
vice presidential neminee would your men to Paducah to assist in
United Press Staff correspondent from Mars with two heads.
program of the Democratic Nascramble for the trts.e presidential
the Ledger & Tinsels and you.
be made through the free proc- handling the largest' parade and
Detiapio Stuns Reporters
tional Convention:
nomination in a dramatic speech
crowd we have ever had in our
FIVE DAY FORECAST
esses of this convention."
CHICAGO. Aug. 17 1114 -The old
Tammany -boss DeSapio is ji
convention Thursday night.
city on Saturday. July 28.
man went down with his shiP in practi:al politician. Ives' 1934 sur- to the
Afternoon Session. I p.m. EDT
FRANCIS T. LEARY
shcrtly after he had won first
Without assistance from you and the tradition of the sea. But that
Stevenson an winning his party's
PRESS
Balloting for vice presidential
Francis T. Leary. United Press
prise when Harriman came in
place on the ticket by polling 905
other departments. we could 'not is not exactly the tradtiion of first was nothing to the
central division news manager. nomination.
Kentucky —Temperatures for presidential nomination:.
surprse
of the 1.372 votes on the first
out
situathe
handled
deeply
am
full.
possibly
Saturday
I
is
have
heart
"My
period,
politicians
are
there
reporting
of
and
day
charge
politics
I
in
has been
the five
of' the reportes w h
cfustered
Night Session, 9 p.m. EDT
ballot. His nearest rival. Go v.
tion as smoothly and efficiently ,i hereabouts who wonder just what around DeSapio
through Wednesday, will average grateful."
the news of nine midwestern
here Thursday to Averell Harriman of New York,
as we did and want you -to know ; the old man is up to. '
above the
states for eight years. He became
inquire into the political double
Address by former President three to seven degrees
drew only 210 votes.
on that we shall, never forget ypur
Sen. Estes Kefauver (Tenn
Kentucky normal of 75. Continued
a newsman in 1933, in preference Harry S. Truman
The Old man: by the way. is talk sounding f rom Harriman
Upsets Tradition
Stevenson's
nominatten:
splendid
Pe
of pursuing his
warm throughout most of t h e
Harry S. Truman's own descrip- headquarters.
The smiling nominee strode to
I am sure that yaw will be tion of himself. He was saying on"I am pleased that my supportby vice presid ential period. Precipitation will average
Address
early aim of en"Harriman is in," DeSapio de- the rostrum of t h e stockyards
gineering. In nominee.
.1 to .5 inches north to little or ers and I assisted in obtaining the pleased-4e-amow that your men ly Thtifiday: "The old man never clared. "That's the way it's going
convention hall and infortned the
handled their specific assignments
inone south. Scattered thunder- nomination for him."
1933 he joined
inee
to be. There are no doubts about thunderstruck delegates that he
stops in -the middle at a fight."
Address by presidential nom
--in a very commend-able and efshowers most likely around Monthe United Press
To begin the story at the point lt." He didn't even smile. If he had decided to forego his tradiStevenson.
•
Adlai
New York Gov. Averell Hard ficient manner. Also their personal
day or Tuesday with a few isoin Chicago,.workwhere. it becomes truly confusing: winked. DeSa.pio's dark glasses tional right to handpick a runningleft
city
our
in
while
Three)
conduct
Page
On
(Continued
times
other
at
ones
subsequently
ed
lated
Adjournment.
Gov Averell Harriman's top stra,_ concealed it.
. .
and --would leave the
nothing to be desired.
its 1.1, P. bureaus
It we$..like that for /WO .a711- Ilion to the "free processes- of an
tegiets began some 48 -rhours ago
kindly
:onvey
letthis
Will
you
in St.. Louis, Ft.
here.
Harriman
spokesmen
around
friends
that
best
admit
their
'-Se
open conventhea
ter of thanks to your men and. to
Detroit
Wayne,
Harriman was licked. The United conceding defeat only to switch
It was a bold move, designed
city officials.
nd New York.
from
someone
pressure
to
.
under
the
with
contacts
to focus public- attention on PresWe want you to feel free to call Press had its
Francis la I.eary letter Army servman
right
the
publicly
that
insist
courte.
organization, of
ident Eisenhower's health and the
upon us at anytime you feel that Harriman
ice in World War II he returned
along with the still would win This strategy of expected Republican renomination
we may be of assistance to you- ,and got the word
.to Chicago, becoming night bureau
is
bunt
out
athopeless
a
running
of Vice President Ricnard M.
and your organization officially or 'others.
manager in 1947 and news manatributed to Mr. Truman and a lot
Pressimism Stopped Soddenly
(Continued On Page Three)
otherwise.
ger in 1948. He lives in Northplant
a
by
evaluated
points
When new expansion was anti- the
Not one, but several at the liar- of folk would like to know what
"Regardless of what party comes
rsks
h
brook, Illinois.
follows:
as
ate
Timan high commaod at one time the little man from. Independence
into power in November, the West cipated he told the Ratary Club, seeking a new site
the market, to see you at 9ur fleet monthly
Some has in mind.
Kentucicy larea will enjoy its the company began to seek a new raw materiale available,
at or another conceded defeat.
meeting
'rectors
and
utilities,
thiit
greatest expansion during-the-next construction site. After visiting; transportaUeinaagliallatee.
Were quoted
Elikabethtown.
facilities.
sewer
He already_had hurt Stevenson's
feet, others were protected against
ten years", Russell T. Lund, vice- the west coast and the Niagara water, power.
Cordially yours,
schools, labor
president of National Carbide Co. Falls area, the Tennessee Valley telephone, housing,
the governor's possible anger. But chances to defeat' President EiGerald
Stewart
construction costa tax
told the. Murray Rotary Club yes- was considered most favorably he market,
these private and public conces- senhower by tagging-him publicly
Chief of Police
Iclimate, zoning, land development.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Will will terday.
said.
sions of defeat stopped suddenly as a sure leiter, shy on some
Paducah,
Kentucky
hospitals and doctors.
have a watermelon feast at their
'With Mr. Truman's abrupt an qualifications for the White House.se
Today at Calvert City, the lo- and
This prediction was made by
home. stri Vine Street, tonight at
Every modern and wide awake
the Mr. T. amended that later to say
that
nouncement Thursday
Mr. Lund as he concluded a cation of the plant, there are,
8 p.m.
up information
• that Stevenson might win with
fight would go car.
adidress packed eight chemical firms with a total !town is getting
twenty-five
minute
All members of Murray Star
factors, he said.
The United Press tabulation at nelp-help, that is. from Harry S.
with information concerning the hivestment of $80,000,000 employing on these
Chapter No, 433 Order of the
1500 persons.
that heur already showed Adlai E. Truman.
Mn Lund was iintroduced by
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker tendergrowth potentiality of the area.
Eastern Star and their families
There is some question now ed her resignation last night as
Stevenson an easy winner with
Mr. Lund said that with the Harry Fenton who was in charge
Mr. Lund explained that calcium
attend.
to
invited
cordially
are
Gene S. Cathey of the 12th AAA more than 100 votes to spare and whether Stevenson will Seek or a member of the City School
carbide, manufactured by his com- continued growth in population of Ihe program.
pany from coke and calcium oxide of the United States. tremendous i Visiting Rotarians were Welt Battalion, United States Alrrrit. more coming his way by the hour would accept Mr. Truman's cam- Board. Mautice Ryan was Sleeted
at a high heat, was used for the expansion was being considered iltobyler. E. W. Graves of -.41aris stationed at Staten Island, N. Y., Mr. Truman continued publicly ti paigri aid. He didn't care for it in by the boaed to fill her position.
manufacture of acetylene. Acetylene by large companies. Literally hen- ?gad C. B. Thompson of Paducah. has recently been promoted to insist his man could win The 1952, which is what firet turned-i Mrs. Raker has been an the City
manager of Harriman's pre - con- Mr. Truman against turn. He rY[School Board since June. 1941.
was formerly used for the lighting dreds of millions or dollars are Harry Fenton had as his guests Specialist Third Class.
Prior to this promotion he was vention campaign was Carmine not :are for it this year, either. i...She was named to fill the unex• of the homes and for welding, he being set aside for plant expansion. Pete Panzer and John Resig.
oithiab
ierd. who
iyofatheth
tinat
- 7.
lw
Whereas the total national ins
Guest of Tom Winchester ass named the outstanding private first DeSapio. boss of Tammany 11.11- The Republicans have be en passedtea
Southwest Kentucky —Partly said.
at
stands
something
now
'come
Tod
Lawson. Vernon had hi, son class of hie battety and was given anti, well on the way to being boss planning to make - their campaign
formed
acetylene
cloudy and warm through SaturIn the 1930's
t h e
Ion Hale as a guest and Bill a nice gift hy his captain in a of the Democeatic party in UV attrck this year in large part! She has been pleated
day, with chance of • few scat- the base fog the manufacture of over 300 billion dollars by IRS
slate of New 'Vol*. '
against the Truman administra- !position at the end ,at each term
special ceremony_
today artificial rubber which is sold It will be over 550 billion dollar., Ito. had Ed Fenton
tered thundershowers. High
DeSapio invented Harriman.-ph- tion and Mr Truman. Events here; since that time,
Cathey is the son of Mrs. Lonnie
he said. The population of
George Hart brought as his
under various trade names
92, low tonight 74.
expected to
During Mrs. Baker's tenure of
giseet Jim Garrison of the Ryan Cathey of Murray. He is married litically, lie picked him as a 1964 have cleared Stevenson of t h
Some 5:30 a. m. temperatures:
This new develoPramt, be con- United States is
n e w
elementary
Plant, Prentice Lassiter - 11 to the former Miss Marilyn Walker, long shot to run for aoveenor andjcharge that he is Mr. Truman's service two
Louisville 79, Lexington W. Pa- tihued caused an expansion within Ill million by 1963 he said.
kept man. Some persons
rsons believeischools Piave been constructed. KW
This will call (or e
Welhiced as his guest Ray Wag- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny put him across by a whisker.
ducah 76. Bowling Green 70, Cov- the conspaay. One new plant
Ives_ the Repubji
the _Trarnell b911.19.11Le good .btealt; se 7
Murriti_ Route
Silth001--ew
ington 7L LandimAILAnd Hooktris-.Ayes conatnicted at Louisville which that staggers, tile ifinfIAL1.1.4_11.1
William Wallace reported a 100 They-have two children, Monty candidate, could not- have been1 for Stevenson - and Stevenson street and the A . B. Austin
attracted Other eompanies which continued.
2.
be
August
among those belirers..
toe -South Ninth street,
and Michael. .
Mere sineltieed if he bed been de- may
Mr. Lund laid. that Nene tell per cent ineeeing on
1st. Tr
wed 1/111* pradoet.
Ilvanovilio..
.•
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alligelawmam

TIIE LEDGER & TIMES Cincinnati Wins With Short
Rest For Pitchers Long Ball

II BLUSHED BY LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
IRO.
, ndation of the Murray Ledger, The Cullman)* Times, and The
-,-Herald. October 30, 1928, and the Wl'ist Kentuckian, January
s. 1e42.

_ .•

NIXON Youn Man Who's Lopkin Ahead

JAMES C. WILLIAMS. 1PUBLIS
-HER

igolly. highlighted by Sully Drake'S
trilMOI.
1I131
I key double
flatted Preee Sports It titer
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
Nixon titeps Yank.
who!
Curve-bailing Larry Janze
Dr Public Vote, Items which in our opinion are not fur the ben
Ili the Ameneali League. the
never ducted a tough ass cnment
nterest ,of our readers.
when he was with the New yore'Red Sox halted the Yankees. tie„
behind Willard Nixon's neet tweeNATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES* WALLACE WITMER CO., US Giants, will be on the spat again
hitter; Rocky Colat. ii:i's first major
iirose Memphis. Tenn ; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N Michislaft tonight when the Cincinme Redlegs open another vital tow-game(league grand-lain home run helped
-11‘,.. Chicago. 80 Bolyston St.. Boston.
series aguipst the M 1w au k ea the Indians edge the Tigers 3-4.
- Mind Minnie Minnso's timely hitVntered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as ' Bra%es
'ting eziablext the White Sox to
Second Class Matter
In his firs. comeback start last idown the Athletics. tea The 04
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20e: per Friday mght. the 1,:ntern - jawed :ohes and the Senators were
not
inttn.li Sc. In Calloway and adjoining ceuntise. per yeer $3 DO, else- r,ght hander pitched CLincinnati to 'scheduled.
see re, $5.50
an 8-1 ti;umph over the Brave,
Jack:e Jecisen's two . run homer
Facing the 38-year ‘.ild Jason in the eaoh inning provided the
FRIDAY — AUGUST 17, 1056
tonight will be the Breves newt,
i1 Red Sox with their margin. Nixon
pitching "phenome• Taylor Phillips held the Yantees hitless until the
.
3
23
Ps `.
• grafi innmg.
knee-pants Pttl
e in J an n
reed
Al Rosen followed up Colaviees
ibis pro career in 1940. but be tour-play blast with a bases-empty
Ledger and Times File
!Molted Itlie a seasoned pitcher homer in the third inning that
in beating the Redlegs with a enabled the Indians to fight off the
Mr: and Mrs. T. S. Herron are leaving for New York seven-bitter last Monday night.
Tigers. Herb Score picked up his
Bureletlet glees Out Cards
today where they will visit their daughter. Miss Ann
leth victory, although he needed
Herron, who has been attending school for the past few The Braves warmed up for this fella help from Early Wynn in
latest trip Mato the Rh.neland by -the aerenth.
months.
Mks Gwyn Dailey of Hazel entertained at her home topping the St. Lows Cardinals. M;nrise singled home the tying
11.-0. Thursday night on Lew Bur- run in the fifth inning against
last Thursday night honoring Miss Helen Leppard of tiettes
The Dodgees the As and then knocked in the
Columbia. S.C., bride-elect of Frank Steele: Pvt. Gene I remainedfive-hater.
three game% back et Winning run with a seventh inning
On. Miller, home on a seven-day leave from the Army Milwaukee by edgingh
triple. Larry Dcby also got into
Air Forces: and Miss Anne Hull, a recent visitor from 10-9. on Duke Snider's 13th inning ehe act with his 16th hornet.
Shreveport. La.
homer, while the Redlegs dropped
Mrs. Myrtle Farmer of the State Welfare Board has 31, games off the pace by falling
tHIV1MINOR LOSES
been transferred to work in Greenville during the month before the Cubs. 4-2. in a day.

President
Voce
Nixon, wife Pat and
attend Sunday church

10 Years Ago This Week

Seated behind Ms chief,
Vice President hears President address Congress.

+If August.

liiiSPRINGFIELD. Ill. IP
Burdette aided his own comet 0015 Governor William G Stratton
munities of Stella and Coldwater
;against the Cardinals by knocking lost to a u. ,rnival weight-guesser
The 'general public is hereby in Calloway County and in the in two runs during a fire - run
After looking
at the stat. fair
notified that the City of Murray. unineenTeretedl
erennmm17aliburst in the opening inning. Stan Stratton Over very carefully, the
County
an
d
t
Farmington
Graves
in
Kentriery for the use and benefit
--Hus:al
iat
collected three of the five .gueser said. "10 pounds." Then
along
.ray
.
-2M-Taria Me- Sys- thosecustomers residing
of the Tifeir
Burdette. including -a Stratton stepta d on t h e scale.
hits of I
near
to
Kentucky
State
High
and
tem will at 9:00 am. Central Etraji•
-double which enabled him to set which
180
stopped at exactly
National League career pounds. -You don't win nothing.
lht Saving Time, on the 29:h way No. 121 in Graves and Callo•-e a new
clay of August, 1956. apply to the way Counties which parallel the! record of 1.072 extra-base hits.
This is the home in which Vice President
President fiseekewei Veins Vice President and
governor,'" said the pound man.
of distribution line of said Murray! Sradere game _ winning homer
Commission
Public Service
Nixon and his family live in Washington.
Mrs. Niitin ether their retsrm from goodwill tour_
Kentucky at its offices in Frank- Natural Gas System the following rti Dick L.ttlefield was his 33rd
cheese
Macaroni
and
van`
To
fort. Kentucky for isPanaval of and :Ides and for the establishment of
the season but his first off
casserole. add a generous amount
1a°1
practices
operating
authority to aurae the customers certain
as la southpaw. It came only tarn
Of chopped chins to the cheque
of such Murray Natural Gas Sys- hereinafter set forth in connection is:tisanes before New York's 1210
tem within the City of.laurrae aria- with the furnishing of natural lam. curfew. The Giants had tied
Within the tinereartpteerted cam- gag- to-mid ceeterneer
eattseamarreana
AR- the
inning is three-rule Pinch-homer
MONTHLY CHATMEI4 TO CUSTOMERS
Thompson. Willie
,
also hit a three-run homer for
A. Resider:tea ar.d small conunercail rate:
• the suddenly-aroused Giants.
$200 net
First 5e0 cubic feet of gas or less .
Sam Jones struck out 13 Cin/a- 1.15 per MC?
....... .
Next 2.500 cubic feet Of gas
*i
LOP per mc-T.emnati batters while his Chicago
Next 3.000 cubic fret of gas
Brooks Lawrence
racked
y, psi pee mew mates
..
Nelarzaka-Alexander Hamilton hoSAN FRANCISCO-Wires will
Next 4000 cubic feet
gas
tel. Abel W. Shotwell. Omaha. coin?
aaaeeesea eileetaf4a_ 12 hits. The C*I brekt 6 2-2,, he kepi, bot._ dese lanais tha natteearosa..;
Witham- W..-Snow -Pie',tie
seventh with a Twa-eun
;
country as Republican leaders at raont. chairman.
M.nimum Monthly Charge-,
_
Neaadte
hotel: William R.
);ieldiag
the headquarters given here are Wright,
th committeeman: Emery
B. Medenn Commercial Rate:
kept posted by the constituencies Graunke Gardnerville, chairman.
. $5.50 net
First
cubic feet of pm or less _
Sew Hampoilitre--Canttrburv hotel:
at honie as to their prelarenms Frank
J. Sulloway. Concord. commitge
0.80 per MCP
Next 10.000 cubic feet of gas
on men and issues in the rapidly teeman: William W. Treat, Hampton.
Next 19.000 cubic feet of gas
. 0.75 per MCIP
shifting scenes of the national Merman.
Sew Jersey-Maurice hotel; Kenq
Over 3.5.000 cubic feet of was
010 per MC?
convention.
neth Perry, New Britnewick. commit4 yth1y (*hear
„Minirnam
__
Alabama* - Ham< hotel: Meryl; teeman; Samuel L Podine, Trenton.
committeeman: itigirman.
Most
Large Commercial laneirside;rnidarilton •
r.Alet
:,..LElaude O. Vardaman. Birmingham. 4047 VatFirst 10.000 cubic feet alf firs aii` Mee Z'a••=a
MITAISIme
Chairman.
F. P. LiewellY11.
.i.—....Arianna-A aandr r Hamilton hotel roe/matt...man;
•
Neat 15000 'cube fret at gas a.-- a re
Atanianordo. chatrman.
Clarence Budington Kelland. Scott,New York--Sheraton-Pallare
- Neat 25.000 cubic feet of gas
sir
•
0.10 per MC?
la
' dale. committeeman; James C. Wor,,d, Dam P. Taylor. Troy. committeeman;
chairman.
Phoenix.
•
•Oreer 50000 cubit- feet of gas
UNITED
OAS per al:Cr
fr
L. Judson Morhouse. Albany, chairArkansas - Manx hotel: Walla, ,. man.
'
Matimunt Idonibly Cherie-.
$7-50
Narita Carolina-Whitcomb hotel: J.
Vcowni.svid• TAM. Recs• eelvennle(.,,,,mitt"rnan,
! wan: Ben C. Henley. Little Rock pi. peoyhm.
chairman.
D. Industrial Rates:
shorter. Customer's-WM, apply for
Ray Jennings. Taylorsvilie; chairman.
California-Palace hotel: A. Ronald
i.ati pahota_ciirt how . minas
Hutton. Hollywood. committeeman: L. Rue. Bismarck. committeeman:
service
subsequent
thereto
Industrial trete* will be nvertiat- gas
Thomas W. Caldecott. Oakland. chair. , ;eoirtre
Lonernire. Grand
Forks,
ff' Cas is cut off at t
the reaniest
man.
ed depending on volume of gas
Colorado-Whitromb hotel, Leon H.
an • customer and within 12
Oklar - Shorattm-Palace hotel:
but will not be less than 50c per of
Snyder. Colorado Spriags. committee- Clarence J. Brown. Blancheider, cornthe customer
man Edgar A. Shaft, Sterling', chair- im tteeman; Ray C. Bliss, Columbus.
MCF for firm gas, nor less than months thereafter
.
W. L. Pct. GB
man.
chairman.
is
that
gas
Ye'
seance
be
30c per MCF for interruptible gas. reques
Casieeellicat-Sir Francis Drake hooklishossa--Californian hotel: Bailie
684.3 813
turned at the serne addrees. there Milwaukee
tel; H. Meade eteren. Jr.. Hartford. W. Vinson, Tulsa, committeeman:
1e-Cannection
..586
-3
65
46
committeeman: Clarence F. Baldwin. Wat.,
r E. Curry. Oklahoma City,
wal be a $1000 service charge Brooklyn
Hartford. chairman.
chal•rnan.
8648 .579 re
Customers will be charged the PoYable prior to turning on the Cincinnati
Delaware - Fielding hotel: Robert
Oregon - Chancellor hotel or Sir
56 56 .560 121,
It Richards. Jr. Wilmington. corn- Franris Drake hotel: Jess J. Gard.
St- Louis
minimum monthly charge begin- gas
miticernan: Rodney Hotel, WilMing- Portland. committeeman: Wendell
5457 488 14
ton. chairman.
Wyatt . Astoria. chairman.
n:crg ,30. days after gas is ;veil- line up to the allowable distance Irh3adetP"
f
Florida - Whitcomb hotel: C. (.
.442
19
Peatisylvenia-Dtake-Wiltshire ho$0
63
above described.- In all eases -tblat"Ptilsbur.
able at their meter.
gh
.403 214
epad,
,s. St. Augustine. committeeman: tel: C. Mason Owlett. Philadelphia. '
Myers.
Harold
Alexander,
Ft.
0.
omm it teeman ; George I. Bloom.
A ten pee rent
penalty Pari of senece lines In eat's= Of aitcag°
chairman.
Harrisburg. chairman.
41 In .380 25',,
'will be added to all bills if not this alicrwable distance, to t h• New York
Georgia - Mans hotel: W. PflP•110
Abed, Plead - Embassy hotel:
Tucker. Dawsonville. committeeman: Bayard Ewing. Providence. commitpaid within ten 110) days After meter installation
ai1 be instalShartzer. Atlanta. chairman.
W
teeman: Herbert B. Cart'''. Provi,led at the cost of the customer.
date „of bill.
Sir Francis Drake hotel; dence. cha Erman.
' Walser
Theodore H. Wegetter, Boise. commitsetae cantatas - Mans hotel: J.
-- • but shallabetionie -the- property -of teeman:
Wallace
C. Burns, Idaho Pates Gerald; Charleston. committeeMeter Devlin
the Munic.pal Natural Gas Sys- Chicago 4 Cincinnati 2
Falls. chairman.
man: Davi/ Dows. Bradley, chairman.
Pia customer shall be provided tem.
Illinois-Sheraton-Palace hotel: C.
South Dakota - El Cortex hotel:
Brooklyn 10 New York 9
•
Wa>land Brooks, Chicago.
Axel .7. Beck. Elk Point. committeenaturul
se:wee until he has
Pittsburgh 4 Philadelphia
man: Morton H. Hollingsworth. Jol- man. F. N. Cosgrove, Pierre, chairiet. chairman.
man.
made a meter deposit- in t h e•' See vice installation for old cue. Milwaukee 8 St. Louis 0
Sadism& - Canterbury hotel: Ralph
Tranemee - Gaylord hotel Carroll
amount shown in this ordinance tamers at new locations will be
Gates. Columbia City. rommittee- Rroo.. Johnson Of y. committeeman:
man: Alvin C. Cast. Indianapvlifi. Guy L. Smith. Knoxville. chairman.
his
classification.
for
Deposits handled as a new coeneetioot
chairman.
Texas hotel or Villa
be returnee to the customer ever, no charge will ,be made
bria.'l
if
Iowa -Whitcomb hotel; Charles E. hotel: H. J P•qter, Houston. comWittenmeyer.
seaport. emmittee- mitteeman. Jol:n Q. Adanw, Harlinupon
cessation of ser ?ices and 's"61-vice connection at new location
Pittsburgh at Now York. night
man: Donald C. neevea, Des Noises, gen. cha Irman.
payment in full irf bale.
exists.'
•
Chairman.
*tab - Olyn•ple hotel:
Brooklyn at Philadelphia, night
Kassa,- Sir Francis Drake hotel; Hansen. Salt La'.'.' City, committee.
City,
commitMairinieta
night
Marry
Darby.
)(anima
Milwaukee
at
man;
Ronald W.,
combe. Bountiful.
Connection Charges.
Access To FaciLtke *
teeman: Lloyd H. Ruppenthal. Tope- chairman.
Cuetomers who make a deposit
Application for service shall in- Caticaio at St- Louis, night
ka. chairman.
Vernmat - 4'anterbury hotel:
Heatiseky•-Sir Francis Drake hotel; Edward G. Janewav. South Londonand. order inetaat.on
ll
to be made, clude a permit from the cestomer
John T. Dederich. Ashland. commit- derry, cominitteen•an: Walter J.
teeman: Dewey Daniel. Hazard, chair- Gtlmm Sprineneld. • hairman.
tenor to completion of the sys- allowing access to the meter. reguman.
Virginia - Plaza b.•tel: Ted Dalton,
tem will tie tarnished without -Cost lator anti service line to the ofLtialsiaaa-Alexander Hamilton ho- Radford. committeeman: S. Floyd
tel. John Minor Wisdom. New Or- Lnndreth. Galax. rho,- man.
a "eenrice line net exceeding 80 ficial. empoyes or employees of Pittsburgh at New York
leans, committeeman: N. Bryant
WirshingWer - Sir Francis Drake
-at - Philadelphia
-.left
iength-frone -the properry The Municipal Natural
_
James, Farmerville. chairman.
nn. Spokane.
hotel: Harlan I.
Mettle - Sir Francis Drake hotel: committeeman: George Kinnear. Seatbne. and not' more than 10 feet tern. All Liles. regardless of haw Milwaukee at Cincinnati. night
Fred C. Scribner, Jr., Portland, com- tle. chairman.
berarid the nearest corner of the installed .
.up to and includirai the Calicago at St. Louis, night
mitteeman: John F. Weston. Fr)e
West Virginia - Californian hotel:
burg_ chairman.
Waiter S. Hallanan. Charleston. combuilding; what ever' distance Is meter shall be the prpperty of
•
Maryland-Plaza hotel: Theodore R. mit...man:
Hoblitzell,
John
D.
.
will , be .
- barged $23.00 for the the Municipal Natural Gas System.
McKeldin. Annapolis. committeeman: Chariest/M. chairman.
D. Eldred Rinehart. Baltimore or
Wisroasia
Ca
I
iforr
ian
hotel: •
inn-dist:on. of any new service
•
A3.10.17
Smithirburg. rhairman.
Robert L Pierer., Menomonie com_
.
lilleamebasetts
Chancellor hotel' mitteeman: Philip G. Kuel.n. MilwauRalph It, Bonnet! Boston. committee- kee chairman,
man: Ralph H. Hormel!. Boston.
Wyoming - Whitcomb 'wet: E. D.
W. L. Pct. GB
Get yours now and he miles ahead on these
chairman.
Crippa. linek Springs, commtteeman:
658
75
39
New York
litiletrixan-Relleyne hotel: Clifford Harry T. Thorson. (
r heIrtnan
Goodyear-Tireki-They're the best in
famous
O'Sullivan.
Port
Huron.
committeehotel.
Walter
Manx
Alaska
377
9
,
84 47
Cleveland
man; John rent-ens. Detroit. char- metal. ).ndeorarre. committeeman.
price class, and they're- yours on easy
their
Sa 49 SLI 11
mate
Robert B. Grose,lose. Fa hank'.
terms .. . as low as $1.25 a week for a pair.
Minaesota - Huntington hotel: chairman.
39 50 .541 14
Chicano
rieorge F. Etzell. Clarissa. committeePlatelet el .Gotmeibla - El Cortez
rnan, J•bn }fart)... Owatonna, chair, hotel: Clyde D. Garrett. Washington.
Detroit
34 59 478 20a
man
committeeman' George L. Hart Jr.
50 62 446 24
Baltimore . —•°
Missiosippt-Stewart hotel or Mans Washington. chairman.
Perry W. Howard. Jock,.
45 68 405 280
Hawaii - (lift hotel: iffirh.ri H.
Washington
mirteenian. S. W. Miller, Jar kson. Richards_ Honolulu. committeeman:
37 75 330 37
Kansas C$ty
a,rman
Arthur D. Woolaelny Honolulu. chairMissouri - Whitcomb hotel; rimy Man,
r rorewee. St Lou is. rtr
oimitteePuerto Mee - Manx hotel; Norman
n
Perry Compton , Jefferson City.• -tr. Parkhurst, Bayamon. committ.eha , rman
.
Slostase-ti Cortez hotel: Wellingrbv,
Vleirlis Plead% -„DOA
ton D Raskin. Helena. committee- r. Gordon St. Thr.glere conindtte,
Boston 2 New York 1
11,01
W1111111TI R. Mackay. Billings., non; Jose Shanbsh, St. Croix, ettaiiCleveland 3 Detroit
1(.0 TItan.
man.
Checago
Kansa City 5
Only Cleireitla "SaTteNitiled•
NOTICE OF HEARING

adquarters, Chiefs
GOP Delegations

A NEW SCRAP BUYER

fAlllindsOf Scrap

Of

tom

lea and wife visit Burma on
good will tour of far East iepresenting President Eisenhowe..

-7'

Try our weights and prices. We will pay you the best
dollar available in tle scrap market. We have a low overhead and that means a ,saving to you.

MAJOR LEAGUE

C.

-WE-43E-Lt.-*MUMT

-STEEL

JOHNSON
Iron tfoL Metal Division

Fuss
STANDINGS

National League

3400 Park Avenue
Paducah, Kentucky.

F. W. Davison mgr.
Phone 5-9963
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Today's Games

ouYrfold tire mak/es
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payment
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FAR "fink
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Tomorrow's Gashes
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OD

not a second—not a recap—
it's the famous Marathon

American

League

....rock bottom priced at...

-.

Richard Conte In Film OfEarly West

$1195
plus ma arra
recappable the
6.00 16 Ms

•

Yesterday's Games

Today's Games

THE TE, SE i..cene shown a ve is from The Raiderg,” a story of the gold mine wars of the early
west. -In Tchnicplor and starring Richard ,Conte,
"The Raiders- is the top half of the double bill playing at the Murray Drive-In Friday and Sortarday.
"The flowery, Boys. Meet The Monsters"'-is on the t,arr.e p?Ogram.

Detroit 'lit Chicago. night
Kansas City at Cleveland night
New Trek at Baltimore. night
Washington at Breton. niedit

-tomorrow's Games
Dc-ti eae-et Chicago
Kar.sai City ,at Cleveland
New York at Baltimore, night
faileon
Wasiiingeut
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Monk's Super Service
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The Opening Of Its Arms To Refugees Is One Of The Great Stories In The U.S. Of Postwar Decade

(Continued from Page One)
Nixon—the main .Democrati.- issues in the corning campaign.
••
Stevenson made that clear by
saying that the choice of a vice
presidential candidate has beeome
-almost
as
important
as the
c'hoice for the presidency." He
recalled the seven times in
D.S.Xtury when a vice president
as
succeeded to the White House and
said "each political party
has the
solemn obligation" to nominate
a
vice president who is "fully
equip...PIA" to be president.
Starts Turmoil
His surprise announcement
threw
this convention city into a
turmoil
that continued right through
the
night.
Developments included:
—Sen. Estes Kefauver of Tenuessee declared himself a
candidate
and began an all-night tour
of
hotels to round up delegate support. The Tennesseean told a news
lionference at 4 a.m. EDT that
he felt sure he had more than
a majority of the votes" to sew
up the nomination.
--Ben. John F, Kennedy of
Massachusetts entered the lists
with a solid core of 106 New
England votes. Hia managers
claimed strong backing in the
Southern delegations too.
- -Mayor Robert F. Wagner of
Few York announced his candidai6y, in response to what he called
appeals from supporters in "various
sections of the country.- Former
Democratic National Chairman
James A. Farley. master-mind of
Franklin D. Roosevelt's first campaigns, began lining up delegates
for Wagner.
—Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey of
Minnesota, the only avowed vice
presidential candidate before the
As,onvention began, stepped up his
own campaign and praised Stevenson for setting "a good precedent."
•
,„ Four Front Runners
ArtieUver,. Humphrey, Kennedy
and Wagner were rated the frontrunners in the first break from
the gate. But the chances of a
deadlock and prolonged balloting
provided a tempting invitation to
,dart horses to join the field.
. Wm* -potential -ceilifertilers- said=
they weren't interested.
Gov. Robert B. Meyner of Now
Jersey told reporters that he„je
"not a candidate."
Gov. G. Mennen Williams of
Michigan said he would not be
ava.lable.
Close associates said Sen. NNW
Symington of Missoilri WOW*
it.
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas
answered with a loud "no" when
a reporter asked him if he were
- a candidate.
Holds Party Court
Stevens-on meanwhile held court
for party leaders and well-wishers
in his hotel suite. It was a combination victory party and toolevel political conference, and it
went on until 4:30 a.m. EDT when
the weary nominee finally gat to
In the parade of Democratic
big shots moving in and out
of the Stevenson suite were
Kefauver, Humphrey. Kennedy,
Wagner, Johnson and convention
chairman Sam Rayburn.
If any of them went in unconvinced that Stevenson really meant
'to keep hands off the vice
presidential choice, they came out
an persuaded.
Rayburn, a devotit believer in
orderly conventions, appeared to
have some misgivings about the
wide open race. Asked how many
ballots he thought it would take to
nominate a candidate, he replied:
Expect Many Ballots
"It depends on how many candidates there are—three, five, ten,
maybe a dozen ballots."
Did Mr. Sam think it was a good
414.4 0(.1.11
„iidefa.
-it doesn't make any dieren_ee

er-

CLEAR 104114%04G MUST
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By JACK V. FOX
• They were the vanguard of some 42,000 who came into
United Press Staff Correspondent
the United States under President Truman's executive orNEW YORK UP - One of the great untold stories of
der of. pecember, 1945 and the 508,180 more who entered
the postwar decade is how the United States opened its
under the Displaced Persons Act of 1948. The vast majority came from Europe, only 2,863 from Asia.
arms to half a million reffkees from the ashes of Europe.
It is the story of the great melting pot boiling again,
Immigrafion Department figures show the greatest numof how those displaced persons found a home in a strange
ber came from Poland - 139,436. Others came from Ger
new land.
many, 68,420; Italy 49,859; Yugoslavia, 41,700; Soviet
They settled in every state of the union. They went into,
Union, 38,241, Latavia, 36,489. Only 1,125 came from
almost every trade and profession. One became a millionFrance, eight from Finland, seven from Norway. Many,
aire within five years. Others remained improverished.
regardless of the nation they left, were of German origin.
some raised children as -American as doughnuts and cider.
Of the total, 154,463 stayed in New York state. But they
Others clung to their OW13 ethnic groups here, have not
scattered across the nation - 53, 690 to Illinois, 34,743 to
yet learned English.
Pennsylvania, 25,004 to Michigan, 23,432 to California,
Some went to farms, far more to cities. They found ad24,075 to Ohio. Nevada got only 214, Wyoming 422, Utah
justing to American customs more difficult than learning
428.
the language or making a living. Many meekly reported to
Most Are Citizens
police. That is what they would have done at home. Most •
Hebrew
Immigrant Aid Society made a surThe
United
at first avoided joining any organizations, political or oththat
first
vey
of
102
on
boat. It showed that 98 have beerwise. They had found that dangerous.
come citizens, three have died and one could not take the
They were tremendously resourceful, for they had learnexamination because he had become blind.
ed survival in the wake of Nazi and Communist armies.
It showed that of 56 who arrived single, 48 had married
First Boatload Arrives
in&herne 88 children. Their average earning is now $100
The first boatload of 800 sailed past the Statue of Liberi week.
ty into New York Harbor on May 20, 1946 aboard the
S. S. Marine Flasher.
The classic success story is that of Leon Jolson. He was

The President works at his White

Nome &eh.

.
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Threats
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(Continued from Paps .060
final sessions at Chicago.
Without exception, they expressed
confidence in Nixon's renomination.
.wey,
Former Gov. Thomas E. De
the party's 1944 and 1948standard
bearer, said he saw "no likelihood
of any other possibility" than
Nixon's renomination Dewey foresaw "not a chance at all" for
success of Harold E. Stassen's
effort to replace Nixon with
Massachusetts Gov, Christian A.
•.
Herter.
--Arriving shortly after Dewey
were Atty. Gen. Herbert Brownell
Jr.; Deputy Atty. Gen. William
P. R6gers, one of Nixon's closest
friends and advisers; Presidential
Assistant Sherman Adams and
Presidential Appointment Secretary
Bernard M. Shanley.
Friends of Nixon, who will
arrive Fliturday said the vice
president plaos no campaigning
for delegates hut will leave things
as they appear now—which is good
from his viewpoint.

cRADICATE
Clear thinking means more
than just knowing the right
. .
concrete blocks to use
everyone in Murray knows
that the FITTS BLOCK COMPANY sells the beet, It also
means taking care of the desires of the little woman who
has given her lffe to your
happiness. Remember her on
Valentine's Day with a gift
that will please.

and lasts through Sunday noon.
Combined attendance of 700 is
expected.
Mrs. George R. Ferguson, Louisville, state W.M.U. executive secretary, will direct the senior
women's event The Y.W.Aa=nesekend, for unmarried women ages
18-25, will be under supervision
of Miss Mary Pat Kent, state
youth secretary for W.M.U.

Baptist Plan,
Education
Conference
Kr:

SH'ELBYVILLZ.
—Kentucky
Baptist women will hold two annual meetings at Cedarrnore Baptist Assembly near here Aug. 20-26.
Woman's Missionary Union week
is
scheduled
Monday evening
through Friday noon. Young Woman's Auxiliary weekend begins
a.viht 2 p.m. registration Friday

Dr. T. L. Holcomb, Nashville,
Tenn., will be principal speaker
for the ,W.M.U. program
Speakers appearing On both programs will include Dr. and Mrs.
Lewis Martin, Sr., Baptist Home
Mission Board, Atlanta, Ga.: Mrs.
J. 0. Williams, Natthville, Tenri,;,

and Mrs H. C. Randall. Columbia.
stole W. M.U. president.
In addition, the Y.W.A. weekendwill include Miss Martha Hairston, missionary to Brazil, and Mrs. '
W. G. Crossfield, Stanford, state
Y W A chairman.
Starting time for the W.M.U.
program will be 7 p.m. Monday.

TO SAVE MONET
On Thy Plumbing

Elroy Sykes
Co.
PLUMBING

springtime In your home all year'round!
WEATHERTROtt

PREVENT

.
Th. Alt-Electric G-E Mold Pimp
fleeting end Cooling for Hones, Ste-riss, Offices

THE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE

Single unit HEATS without fuel

FREE INSPECTION

COOLS

TERMITES
Sant Kelley

--:Lieassed and Insured—
Mein 441

without water ... uses only air, electricity

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

Kelley's Pest
Control
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committee can fill the vacancy, nominee, Can. Zachary Taylor
according to a long-standing rule hero of the Mexican war, named
of the GOP. Republicans 'here by the Whigs on the fourth balare chuckling over the Demo- lot in June, 1848, did not even
cratic National committee's just learn officially of his nomination
getting around to adopting such for about a month.
a rule for approval by its upIn those days the receiver paid -4 +404coming- convention.
the postage, and General Taylor. 'fill!`m
• • •
Impatient over paying 10 cents
THE sucrusucarra have a for many crank letters, refused
traditional rule as to forced roll to accept the bundle that concalls which is one of their few tained the letter telling of his
more time-consuming practices nomination!
• • •
than those followed by the DemoPRESIDENT EISENHOWER
crats. Consequently there may
be-more forced rolt-ealls in the hag indicated he wsii fly toGOP eonvention on issues other Francisco to accept the nominathan the nominations themselves tion in person, and by so doing
than in the recent Democratic he is following the lead of Franklin D. Roosevelt, who in 1932
show.
A single Republican delegation blazed a trail by flying from
can demand a roll call and gets New York to Chicago to accept.
At one time, the Republican It if seven other states join the Before that it was tradition' for
and Democratic parties in Oregon demand. The Democrats follow the nominees coyly to wait tot
and Minnesota provided pay for the House of Representatives' the arrival of a formal dekgation
their delegates but the practice rule tnatApr anal1 be ordered which -weeks-1SW • gave a
was abandoned. Abraham Lin- only when at least one-fifth of straight-faced-inesialie
coln once searched his conscience those present stand up and are by speeches.
as to whether it was ethical for counted in favor of it.
a candidate to pay the expenses
• • •
of a delegate pleaged to him, and
HISTORY may repeat itself if
hesitasome
finally decided after
the Republicans, without a contion that it could be justified in test for their nominations, turn
instances.
special
with unusual vigor to drafting
Mark N,y, Delahay, one-time
their platform, because the DemLincoln's
and
fa*yer
Illinois
ocrats in 1838, with Martin Van
friend, had written him from Buren's nomination a foregone
Kansas that the state would be conclusion, decided to concentrate
•• •
pledged to Lincoln and he eould on issues instead of men, arid inbe a delegate but he lacked funds vented -the device.
)
THE UNIT RULE, which binds
to attend. Lincoln said he also
Although it has come to be
was pressed for money, but thought of literally as a platform some Democratic delegations so
would furnish $100 to bear the with each paragraph a "plank," that a minority of delegates must
go along with the majority, was
expense of the trip.
actually the word came from the abandoned by the Republicans
Delahay was doubly disap1
platebrine, meaning a after a tiff in the 1876 convention
French
pointed, however, because the
ground plan, chart, map or blue- at Cincinnati which nominated
delegation was pledged to Witprint. Nobody seems to know
limn H. Seward, not Lincoln, and who the cynic was who quipped, Rutherford B. Hayes.
James G. Blaine, a leading
._ he was not picked. Lincoln told "In railroading, a platform is to
contender, opposed the rule, and
him to come anyway, and his get in on, not to stand on."
when four Pennsylvania deleaccount books show that he paid
'OS
gates challenged the authority of,
the $100.
• • •
BY HOLDING their conven- Don Cameron, Pennsytvanla boss,
IF A CANDIDATE for Presi- tion later than any major politi- to cast all the state's Votes as
dent or vice president dies or is cal conclave in history, the GOP a unit, the convention "detained
disabled after his nomination and is relying on fast modern mass them 395-353. 'That killed the
!
before the election, the National communication.. One presidential rate tereverAis the GOP
By Central Press Association
WHO PAYS the expenses of
the delegates and alternates to
attend the convention' The answer —surprising to many— is
that they do themselves. In fact,
the privilege of attending a convention officially in some states
carries with it a tacit indication
that a donation to the party's
campaign fluid is in order.

Panama's President Ricardo M.
Arias extends greetings to President
Eisenhower at Panama conference.

what I think."
Speaker Sam
Rayburn
after
But another old pro, Farley.
(hearing the convention's migtrty
credited Stevenson with. a "very
'affirmative voice vote to make
(Continued from Page One)
iintel1igent17 nSmeet CPA J. P.
Stevenson's nomination unanimous:
man
on
Stevenson's
nomination:
Coleman of Mississippi called. it a
"Usere are no noes."
"We're
ail gairsg to get behind
"brilliant Idea^
•
him."
Sen. Albert Gore of.,"Tennessee,
Georgia Gov. Marvin Griffin adFormer President Harry S. Trumentioned as a possible candidate,
dressing the convention and placman on Stevenson's nomination:
said:
"Well, it's all right. We'll win in ing the name of Georgia Rep.
James C. Davis in nomination as
This is a very bold and perhaps case we have plenty of help."
a favorite son eandidaet:
dangerous political operation, but
if it succeeds it will be a tremen- slip the word to key delegations
'The only satisfaction the Geordous advancement in the American as to
delegation will get out of this
which of the nominees he-- gia
convention is the pleasure of lisdemocratic processes and a decided personally prefers.
advantage to
the
tening to 'Dixie' and "Me RamDemocratic
"He meant what he said," 'Tubby bling Wreck From Georgia Tech."
Party."
asserted. "It's an open convenNo Inidde Word
Stevenson's official spokesman, tion."
Panels for Navy buildings in the
Stevenson, as expected, carried
Roger Tubby, said Stevenson would
be satisfied with any of the off the presidential nomination by Antarctic are made like s
"people who have been mentioned a big maturity on The firSf roll call. wiches: inside alurnirnum for vaso far" as possible nominees. He There had been no real doubt por barrier and fire protection,
emphatically rejected suggestions about the outcome for the previous plywood, spun glass fnr insulation
and inure plywood.
that Stevenson might privately 36 hours.
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HIGHLIGHTS AS REPUBLICANS CONVENE

EISENHOWER: He's Seeking Another Term

Within ,year, Re President was
felled twice by serious Neese.

36 when he came here in February, 1947, a refugee from
Poland who had survived two Nazi concentration camps.
Ile spoke no English and owned only the clothes he wore.
Jolson settled in New York's Bronx with his wife Anna,
and began selling needles and thread door to door. Ile
volunteered to oil and adjust sewing machines and studieci
their intracacies. Money was so short he and his wife lived
for days on a diet of oranges and cornflakes.
Becomes A Millionaire
Then he wrote the Necchi Sewing Machine Co. in Italy,
and, with $2,000 borrowed from the Hebrew Society, set
up an agency here. Within five years he was selling 5,000
models per month and had become a millionaire.
Others were helped by other vast refugee organizations
such as the Catholic Relief Services, the Protestant Church
World Services, the Lutheran Refugee Service and the
American Federation of International Refugee Committee.
Few have even thought of. return to their native land
and even fewer have done so.
Yes, it is a tremendous sfory of the heart of America
and a fulfillment of the words on the great statue that go:
"Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free.
"The wretched refuse of your teeming shere.
"Send these, the homeless, tempest-toot to me.
"I lift my lamp beside the golden door."
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Women's Page

Club News

Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J

Weddings

Activities
Locals

Bonner-Siress Vows
Miss Carolyn Sue Carraway, Bride-elect,
Shower
To Re Read Tuesday
Miscellaneous
Complimented ll'ith
In Church Ceremony
were Misses Ann Farmer, Rozmne
MISS CAROLYN
SOC

iIrs. Jess Story Is
Presiding Officer
or 11 SCS Meeting

Miss Carolyn Sue Cerra%
bride elect a Petal Averitt Pursel
was honored recently with a nuscellaneous shower given in the
recreational room at the MeMedist
Student Center
The hostesses for the prenuptial
carasion were Mrs Joe Mikes,
"How Real Is the Kingdom To kiss Suzanne Nor- Mass Jo Ann
I's" was the theme of the pro- Shell. and Mss Eleanor Greengram presented with Mrs. Lent
Chambers and Mrs Ira Breach :n fieTh
leLe honoree chose to %eat tut
charge.
the occasion a black linen sheath

Mrs. Jess Story, president. presided at the regular meeting of
the Woman's Society of Christian
Service 4 the Lynn Grove Methodist Church held on Wednesday,
August 8. at seven-thirty o'cicelt
in the evening.

Others taking part in the pro- dress with 'white aoceasoriea and
gram were Mrs. 011ie Cogger:Mrs. a hostesses mil corsage of pink
Sanders Miller, Mrs. Bill Weather, roses and carnations.
and Mrs. Bun Crawford ?dist
Mrs T C Carraway. mother of
Emma Douglas pkiyed the piano the honoree, wore a hght blue
and Mrs. Carl Lockhart led in . cotton drew with white accessories
eir"yer
while Mrs. Paul W. Purvis of
Mrs. Leon Chambers plinned Paducah, mother-in-law to be of
The worship settng which carried the honoree, was atured in a
out the theme of the program and black linen dress with black acmore woe' eetouries. They were each pregave moll member
dhiplui attitude.
tented with a corsage of white
Fifteen 11113411berS Were present
earisations by the hostesses.
The color scheme of pink and
white was used in the de,-orations
used throughout the room. Arrangements Of ~wrier flowers
were used at vantage points. The
gifts were placed on a table
centered with a large pink umbrella giving the couple's names
and the date of the wedding.
Gaines were played wish the
recipients of the prizes being Miss
Jackie Gordon and Miss Pat Kin 15th at Poplar-- Call 419 canna. A party plate . was served
by the hosts.
Those present and BlVing gifts

Funeral Wreaths
arid Spral-s
Artistically Arrangad

Dowdy. Jane Baker, Ann Vilna,
Hylda Boggess. Pet Groomer. Janis
Shell. Nancy Cotharn, Patsy Buchanan, Clara Ann Wilson. Shirley
Cathey. Jeannette Paschall. Jane
Bruikley.
Priscilla
Henderson.
Tarry, Jackie Gordon.
Margaret
Peggy Sue Shoat, Doane L o u
Tuck, Sue Beasley. Vojai Meredith, Reny Charles Bondurant. Pat
Kincanna. Jane Brow n, Anne
Rhodes. Jose Sheffer. Sue Boone,
Rouble Jo Parks. Mary Martha
Street. Nancy Spann., Janet Jetton Beverly White, Marilyn Mahan, Connie Moriarty. Nancy Jetton, Phebe Pustmueller, Patsy
Rowland. Fidelta Austin. Carolyn
Jerkins, Anita Rowland, and Jane
Dawes. Sondra Lancaster, Anna

Miss Rohe Bonner, daushaer at
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Bonner of
Marray Route Five, wig lossone
the bride of Billy N. Sire's, son
of Mr. and Mn. Rex Siress of
Bt14011, an Tuesday. August X,
at two-thirty ohlock in the afternoon (DST) at the Cherry Corner
13101Part Chinch.
The bride-elect is a senior at
Murray State College Mr. Stress
is a graduate of Murray State
Collis* and has .lust been released
!men military servico. He will begin his teaching duties at Nor*
Mai,hall High School this tall.
No formal invitations have been
sent and all friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend.

Beth Roberts: Mesdames Charles
Magness, Jim Pickens. Ronald Ray,
Mrs. Everett Noraworthy is visitBill Robevison. Bob Neale. Lenith
Rogers. Walter Jones, T. C. Car- ing Mr and Mrs. Herbert Wells
raway. and Paul W. Purvis; the and other relatives in Detroit,
'
Mich.
honoree and the hostesses.

PERSONALS
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Caught By Surprise,
But San Fran's Ready,

MURRAY HOSPITAL
Announces Their Association

No

With The

301

Murray State College
School Of Nursing
BEGINNING WITH THE FALL SEMESTER.

C'

cholayships Are Available-

Mrs.- hfresh And
MrI,Clevn
.
Brown _
Program Leaders -.The Woman's Society of Christian Service of the South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church in e t
Thursday. August 9. at seven-thirty
--the
at
church
Mrs. Raymund Story opened the
meeting with player. Mrs. Julius
j Cooper conducted kite business session. The society made plans to
the WSCS at Viingo to meet
Length Mem for the October meettale.
The suroect of the Program was
"How Real Is the Kingdom to Us"
with Mrs. Mavis MeCarnish and
JULIET 9575.00
, Mrs. Govis Brown as leaders. The
'
Wedding Ring $175.00
ehe gophisileased city by the Golden Sets is reedy,
. :all to worship was by Mt-, Mcilaisgates.
for tIve Wks* of Republican convention
Cann*. and a reading. -Continue
Waning Upon Him". was given by
boo-boo so far was that choice
ey FRANK1114 JOHIOSOtt
Central Press ASSOCSiggiell V of the three sculptured figures
: Hill. Mrs. Orus Kev, and Wra.
Correspowdent
from Rodin's "Dantes Inferno't,
.
Ms. Julius Cooper, Mrs. Ruth
SAN FRANCISCO — The &- group for the convention proHester Brown. Mrs. Mavis Broach
It ,
rotees of this City of the Golden gram, sad the mayor_ himself
E. Side Sq.
Ph. 1934 . dismissed the group with prayer.
Gate, and they are legion, will caught that in time.
Refreshments were served by
You could have kiltatated extell you that 'Frisco is the most
I Mrs. Bertha. Dunn, Mrs. Hester
country, Mayor Robinson over with a
alariton. and Mrs. Make Erwin cosmopolitan city in the
and that may be an understate- feather when he received a teleto the twenty-one members and
Silent when the COP opens its phone call from the GOP Natour visitors present.
iconvention on Aug. 20, for the tional conunittise gathering in
Itown literally wit! be busting at Philadelphia to pick the site that
his hometown could have it if he
,the seams.
0 Almost since the day- In 414y "got busy." Chicago and Phita.
leXtED
AIR
February, 1955, when the then delphia were the contenders, and
Elmer Robinson learned San Francisco had not even put
his astonishment that "the in a bid.
--Mra.- enttnt Oeurin antriair -late Ito
to be
Mr. Geurin of Fort Henry. resin.. iyhite House says it is
ROBINSON sent a telegram
San Francisco in '56," they have
announce the engagement and ap, been scrambling around here to the late Senator Robert A. Taft.
proaching marriage of their daughhotel
rooms. pledging $100,000 as quickly as
rake together 4,500
ter, Patty Sue. to Joe Rex DavenThat, as almost everyone con- you can say *Ike," ,and rounded
port. son of M. and Mrs. Rekie "cedes, simply is not enough hotel up businessmen who agreed to
L Davenport, of Hemel.
space for a national political con- raise another $150,000. Since then
Miss- Geurin is a graduate of
vention, but fortunately San the city has underwritten the
Dover High School and is „
Francisco is like New Orleans in entire $250,000 and 'provided the
lliS
; sophomore at Murray State Colthe relaxed way it can entertain Cow Palace rent free.
1 loge. Mr. Davenport is a graduate
ait
It is not that Californians are
a household of visitors that overflows the guest room into the getting slow in pushing their
of Hazel High, School and is a
other ott
attic, basement, lawn and garage. state fbr conventions, but they,
senior at Murray State College.
hit pon
The wedding will be an event I They'll find room somehow, had surmised that with three bitand besides there will be s tran- terly contesting GOP leaders and
at Saturday,- August 25.
sit group within the transit popu- candidates—Vice President Nix- • - • •
boating a path to China on, Senator William F. K
.eR town and the other colorful
land and Gov. Goodwin Knight-*
tractions that never let you foci I they wouldn't have a chance.
get that this is "the gateway to
Presidential
aide
Illoaday. August 20
Sherman
the Orient."
Adams now is credited with
- The Young Women's Class of
It is no reftection upon San shunting things this way. It
, the Frst Baptist Church will have
• a potluck supper at the City Part . Francisco that it is short of hotel seems ancient history now, but
rooma for such a jamboree, be- the row with Senator Joseph
at seven o'clock.
•
cause only three chit* have McCarthy then was in full swing,
- • • • •
enough: New York, of course. and Adams is reported to have
ldenday. August 26
but it has hosted only two con- dreaded "an invasion of the galCircle V of the WSCS of the
ventions because for this pur- lery by McCarthy Wisconsinites."
Pleat Methodist Church will meet
icthiiscag;grawphhoisecally8.000off--cenprus- Besides, he never has considered
in the ladies parlor at seven-thirty
Chicago as too friendly EisenP°seter;
lrencit- With Me. Joe taaPer and , rooms make it a "natural" as in- hower territory, dating back to
lay llimbY Erwl#-SF1WWelfea.
I dicated by its 22 past conclaves, the big battle last time with
• • • •
and Philadelphia, runnerup to the the late Senator Robert A. Taft.
Tuesday. August 21 .
Windy City in physical plant acSan Francisco enters a select
'Circle III of WSCS of Finn
commodations attested to by its group of only eight cities that
Methodist Church will meet in the
have hosted more than one coneight national conventions.,
• • •
Chettie Stokes class room of the
vention. Besides Chicago and
, THERE STILL are plenty of Philadelphia. Baltimore has had
church at two-thirty o'clock with
remember
San Franciscans who
14, but none in the modern era
Mrs. O. C. Wrather as hostess
the thrilling 1920 Democratic con- since Woodrow Wilson was nomwhich
is
the city's only inated by the Democrats there in
5astti
Murray
of the Ra.nbow for GUIS' will hold i other experience of the sort. That 1912; St. Louis, five; Ciirinnati
44
ballots before and Cleveland, three; aiirlihew
one
went
for
its regular meeting at.the Masonic
Ohio's Gov.,James M. Cox was York and Kansas City, two each.
Hall at seven o'clock
picked to oppose Warren G. One-timers have been Denver,
• • • •
Harding. and a political "un- Houston. Minneapolis, BirmingCircle TV of the ITS/M of tht
known," personable young Frank- ham and Harrisburg, Pa.
First Methodist Church will Warres
lin D. Roosevelt of New Yjik,
The biggest groaners over the
at two-thirty q'clock in the coliege i
was nominated for viee president. location are the radii) and tele.Silkseation Build.; 0 They nearly took the town vision boys, who complain that
it
ing. Mrs. Mae Cole and Mrs. Louis: apart. especially since they were has cost them upwards of a
milGatlin twill be the hostesses.
here so long, but 'Frisco's unique lion dollars to duplicate the Chitalents as a host rose amply to cago setup used last time and
Mrs Nola Foster left .Thursday
the occasion. Jdayon---George which could have been employed
Christopher, who fell heir to his , for both conventions this year,
Of.W.IEST•!IKON"WU for Washington. D.C.. to make her
predecessor's commitment. is cer- lplus the long 'nes problems Is
nerd Hart and family.
_tain
_ that it w111 again. The ally the

To high school graduates who want to become Registered Nurses.

I

Furches

k

JEWELRY

Notice To High School Graduates
Apply now and Lave the boner of being in the first class. Contact Miss
Ruth Cole at the college.

It

TVDAY-saSAT--

••••
Patty Sue Geurin,
Joe Rex Davenport
i ayo
To Be liftwried Soon ,M,r

HE RULED A RIVERBOAT EMPIRE
Gil

•

1

Notice To All Organizations Businesses

Jinni/Wrested Citizens.
Sponsor a Student Nurse in her first year by providing a $150 scholarship.
Help relieve the, crib

shortage of Registered Nurses and make it pos-

__sibiskir sesseemloanter

g rewarding profession. •

4m

Apply At Once To:
Karl Warming

MEAT HOSPITAL
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kitchen, living room, utility room.
tile bath r•1th showlic. Breeseway
and garage. Air-condltIoned. 751175
toot corner lot at 13th and Poplar.
Present IBA Loan ran he trans- TOBACCO, Insure your tobacco
ferred for equity. seen by appoint- and bares %atm firing with, Gallowey Insutance Agency, office
ment after sin. can Hie.
Allic
over Kuhns Dept. Store. Phone
AITC
GOOD USED FOUI4-PIK_E blonde 1063 Murray

NOTICE

'-"Is'.'b_ilIP'IsUUIIIUUIUSUIIIUIIU.tUIJ
1965 FORD. 4-door, Custom eight, piano. Seiburn White Pianos, 4618
one owner. Lampkins Motor Sales. Chestnut Si, Murray, Ky
Al7P
Third and Maple. Call 519.
Al7C
FURNISHED APT , steam heat.
5 It99M HOUSE and GARAGE.
51"l mornSpinets.
Large Available at once. call
Norte '12th.
Call 837-J3 PIANOS. New
A2OP
stock
used pianos including one ings.

or

spinet and one studio. You are
3 ROOM FURNISHED apartment cordially invited to Inspect our
Close in. Stoker heat Apply at stock and make your own com5n5 Manic
A17P pel tent before you invest in a

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

go- Ganguag• of
1,111

i-Plying mammal
keroverts
sa:lia111-111:11•111
12-A nalo.Sa son
money of
account
11-Prepar• for
print,
14-Barteriologist's wire
15-obre around
track
16-Load
17-Pare
Is-Qua•er
72.-)iindo n
Ws
garment
r,land
21.64Pollectlou of
• farts
27-After-dinner
candy

,
.7
if
II

3,

S'at'lllag•
31-Cause I.k
remember
31-N. Y. 1 ankees'
outfielder

I6-Spherold
15-Join

37-Number

26-American
ostrich
40-Perurian Indian
41-Chemical
compound
46-Look fixedly
47-Itey,eal

answer to Yesterday's Posit.

1512LICYK.4
1101421417
OR MU MO MI
PRO
tj
L E6110.4

1111100
O

[4V

L

RaggON.
(421110011III0
210 tar4C1(1
(MOOR MCIal
001 ajjj ii
Iii1U5412/0111 10111110140
Idtitil121(1

43-Lament

11-Sailor (rolloq )
62-'Winglike
NJ-Sit-Man solemn)
61-Sou I hero
blackbird
63-Competent
66-Deprosston

67- Confederate
general
DOWN
1-Springs
abruptly
8-Macaw
3-South American
mammal
4-Trade for

1

FOR SALE

NICE two bedroom
on South 12th St. at
dining roorn, lying
and bath, insulated.
dition. $6060.

house located
Vine. Kitchen,
room, utility
In good con-

•

MURRAY

STANDARD Coffee Co salesman
needed
to
manage
establashed
route. Truck and expense furnished. $50 per week while training.
Guarantee commission and bonus
operating route. No. experience
necessary, Married man age 21 to
45 alone Eight years school and
possess excellent charaVere a n di*
work record. Small bond Ater:ed.
See E. W. Hearn, National Hotel,
Hit No. 1 Shows Twice
Murrill, Ky., Friduy August 17,
12.00 to 6.00 p.m.
A17P
UNIVERSAL.INTONA';5161 BMWS

DOUBLE FEATURE * FRI. and SAT. *
Hit. No. 2 $hows on.-.• 10:00
L

DE

GORCEY
HUNIZ

HALL

.essee

hnicotor

••

4

I

WANTED

HELP WANTED

I

LOST & FOUND

*

uPPort Your Rid Cross
SAFETY SERVICES

I

SUNDAY

and

MORDAY

LOST: DEEP RED SOW weighing

.14

around 350 lhit. Missing since Aug,
7. Call 1575 or contact Harold
Speight.
A20C

WE HAVE the Robert James farm
for sale. This farm is located on
the Hazel highway at Midway.
money
Has nice road front net two sides.
4
2
J
a ''
5
4
9
d
11-Girr• name
6-Broadest
Ideal for sub-dividing into build7-Pilfer
Mg lots. Has 49 acres of good land,
8-Painful
9-Rustic
good farm home and good outi•
-Superlative
10
buildings. There is no better farm
ending
11-Golf mound
location in the county.
Baucumi
-Boundary
13
21-Part of dower \. Real Estate Agency. Call 48, 1447
ZS
23-A state (abbr.)
,//'24
or 961-M.
A17C
37.-Nothing
I
es-Iligh card
l'REE RIPE ELBERTA peaches
fg--Slothful
30-Not Illuminated
It lit
for freezing or canning. _Pack •
31-Wheel track
3, Compass point
and. delivered. $2.00 per hurdle,
•
\!../
33-Metal
College Penn Oteltsrd. Call VS
,
34-Cry of goat
7/51
9'7
/
i0 4.4. •42., 44
:
or 692-R-4 and
'36-Chastlso
your ordet
39-Cut
to Mrs. Hull.
AC
41-Pertaining to
qi.
44
birth
42.-Long-hr5ged
SMALL
GRAIN
ONE-ROW
A
a1
bird
49
SC
5
.0
43-Eagle's nest
drill in perfect condition. Priced,
45-Withered
to sell. See T. S. Herron, phone_
S4
53
44-Narrow, Sat
board
1 0
GY 2-3101 Hazel.
_
47e-Cry of akse
.
44-Priest's
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Two bedvestment
11,110.a.
WO.
Mar•tale./mad.
room perma - stone house. Large

'

through your
'UNITED

COMMUNITY CAMPAIGN * TUESDAY ONLY! * BUCK NITE *
ON OOR SCREEN
TUESDAY

Summertime is Hayride
Time, so get the gang

For SATISFIED SERVICE
CALL

towbar for a big time on
a real old-fashioned hayride since

, SCARBOROUGH
PLUMBING di. ELECTRIC
24-1Seer Pump Service -

'THE BIG HEAT'

TUESDAY NITE IS

CALL NS

BUCK NITEat the Murray the
whole gang wilj ,

sk-Alatidr,

admitted for $1.00

COSTLY DAMAGE

••••

.
..... .
Abo-ve, Jennifer Jones learns ri1 Gregory Peck in
Lim finemascove
a discussion over family affairs
production, "THE MAN IN TH G"T FLANNEL
SUIT," that he was unfaithful to lief in his war
years and is the father of a son born in Rome. The
film opens Sunday for three days at the air-conditioned Varsity Thegtre. Others in the cast are Fredric March Marisa Pavan, Ann Harding and Keenan
Wynn.

rigNaffil
it.DOROTHYWORLEY
019/6, by Dorothy Worley. Reprinted by permission of tbe pIsbller, Avalon Book&
nistributed by King Features liradidate
"Because It's going to be a
Bill told them of seeing the
CHAPTER 36
double wedding," he said, dropILL SEITLED back in a cor- light flash on two separate nights,
signal from ping an arm from the back of
ner on the sofa and said, "Like and of the answering
B. It was Red Galla- the seat to Priscilla's shoulders.
Molly
the
all
you
tell
to
want
I
Winchell,
.
"What did you say?" Peggy
who brought the men to the
shout tomorrow's headlines. I'm gher
Secret passage, the entrance of looked at him, not understanding.
sure you all know something bas
"Double wedding. You know
which was cleverly camouflaged.
been going on."
what that Is, Four people. Two
Ahose strange nietPereren't CE "What about the dope?to The
Al- couples getting married at Ufa
thWSaver Song for a social visit," Jewels? Were they taken
same 011ie. I haven't asked her
said Peggy. "You're one of them, varez, too?"
yet, but if I can persuade Pris"Don't you see? Those were
• aren't you? F.B.I.?"
we'll make it a double cerecilla,
Service.
placed
Secret
and
brought in by Alvarez
"Not F.B.L
mony."
counterwas
a
up
money
the
broken
where
We've Just
In the room
"Heavenly days!" Peggy exfeit rocket and that's one thing made. They were kept there until
that's wonF.B.L
the
under
come
doesn't
there was a chance to sneak claimed. "Why-why
that
derful, simply wonderful" She
There are other things invol-,*ed them out."
looked at Dick, then at Priscilla.
In this, too, that comes under the
Peggy shivered, and everyone
Priscilla was momentarily
Smuggling Act and the Bureau laughed.
When she found her
of Narcotics. It's a prett.y big
uneasy. He had speechless.
got
"Alvarez
marishe said, "I haven't been
voice,
thing. Smuggled jewels and
to
time
opportune
to select an
nate are mixed up with the get the things out of the house consulted, but I agree that it's a
counterfeiting.
pretty wonderful idea, as Peggy
and I had a hunch the operation
"When Alvarez came here pre- would take place on Harbor Day, says."
sumably to fish, 1 was sent down when the presence of stra.ngtrs
"Then you will?" Dick tilted
to keep him covered. We had a would not be questioned. It her head toward him and oblivhunch that counteifeiting would worked perfectly for us, too."
ious of the others, bent and kissed
be going on somewhere close by.
her.
Packgray
the
in
people
"The
I was beginning to think Alvarez
.
"Hey!" Peggy exclaimed.
Pete suddenly exclaimed.
was too smart to be caught." He ard!"
"You're stealing the spotlight
this?"
in
up
mixed
were
"They
"Then
said,
paused, smiled, and
"They were to take the dope from us."
Rita and Priscilla came." No one
on Gallagher's boat,
Bill said, with a glance at Rita,
said anything, and he continued, out. It was
the jewels. They then around to include the others,
with
along
the
entered
House
Lookout
d
with their "I'd like very muck to pia yos
palture. At the party on the might have got away
if we hadn't got the
yacht that night 1 heard Rita and part of it
just when we did.
"Join us?"
Alvarez talking about the place tipa ,we did,
the sale of the
"Yes, at the double wedding.
and something clicked in my An hour after
1 went back to Make it a triple one."
mind-all that talk about the house was made,
"Bill! Oh, Bill:" exclaimed Pegthat room and the things were
secret room and passage.
of them. They didn't
"1 located the room the morn- gone, all
take time to lock the place."
"Don't get excited," Bill said.
ing I went there and found Pris- even
"But that was morning. Didn't "Remember I said I'd like to Join
cilla ransacking the cedar chest.
seeof people
you, but all I can get out of Rita
And 1 went back and explored they take a chance
is her consent to let me confe to
ing them?"
the secret passage after Priscilla
"The things were left in the see her Christmas. And she
had gone."
passage until night, when Galla- warns me, no romance. But you
-You didn't tell us!"
dance never can tell."
It Asn't the time. This thing gher picked them up. The
that neighbor"I told him we'd do the shows
was so big 1 couldn't afford a was going on and
Retriamber, and go to a friend's lodge for
slip. The door was open leading hood was deserted.
was tied up at some skiing." Rita smiled over
from that room to the sect-et pas- Pete, Gallagher
the day . . at Priscilla. "You have your
sage and 1 closed and bolted it. the dock most of
had it all worked out per- Romeo and I have. my material
If I had taken the counterfeiting They
for a book."
equipment then, it-with the fectly."
s i"fier blankly.
a
Priscilllooked
se
"Good grief!" Priscilla exmarijuana and smuggled jewels
-would have been found on prop- claimed suddenly. "I'll bet. the "You have?"
"Don't you think all we've;gone
money Rita found Was countererty belonging to Priscilla."
through would make an interestPriscilla was staring at him. feit."
"It.was. That's why L sent you ing story?"
'And that's why you said you
Bill looked -at Rita. "What
ild have placed me under ar- the anonymous note telling you
about the last chapter? How are
not to spend the money."
rest!"
longlittle
it
you going to Math that? You
They discussed
Bill smiled at her "I wanted
then Peggy said, -And now I left us up there at that skiing
to scare you Into holding onto er,
an- lodge, remember?"
the property until the right mo- have another Important
Everyone laugbe&_and Pete
ment. It was the only way. Alva- nouncement to make. Pete end
a setting conducive
rez had to get into that room, I are going to be married. We're said, "That's
knew oneafter 1 had blocked the passage." going to have the biggest wedding to romance, if I ever
"Why didn't he get suspicious? Apalachicola has ver seen. And," big snows, roaring flees, moonnever can
Finding the door locked, 1 mean." PegsgL continued, all the sleepi- light on snow ... You
*That's probably what made ness vibe from her voice, "you're tell."
"No, you really can't, can
them so desperate to conclude the all going to be in it. Priscilla will
you?" Rita irMlled at Bill when
Meng and he on their way. Al- be my maid at honor."
Dick said, "I'm afraid Priscilla she said it, and he smiled back.
yilrez would naturally suppose if
The others, looking on, had a
that."
the things had been found, they can't do
"Why not ?" They all looked pretty fair Idea of Just what
would be reported at once. Inat him. Priscilla, from her place would be in the last chapter of
stead. he fell into my trap."
"What aaaat the lights gash- .heaide him on the soN looked Rita's book.
END
lup at iTinittqUiringiv.
big:" Iota asked.
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EXTRA NICE two bedroom house
only one year old. Dining room,
••••444....•••••
kitchen, living room, utility with
shower and avortory. Eleatric heat,
-1
fully insulated. Strictly modern in
every way. On four and one-half HOUSEKEEPER1 days only. Must
acres of land, 600 feet highway have experience. Please write P.O.
A17C
front. Located four miles from Box 405 or phone 1385
Murray on Hazel highway. Ideal
for drive in restaurant, truck stop,
etc. If you want a nice harm and
a place for a business take a look
at this one.

Vat

••••••••

Salesmen Wanted jl

I.
35

*PAM! VIVI

MINET

bed mom suite. Good used kitchen
cabinet. Twin beds, slightly used LAMBS, remember spec:a Is are
four drawer chest and numerous, still on permanents SAS at Chris's
ether new and used furniture Ex- Beauty Shoe. Phone 326 W. A18C
change euiniture Store. 300 Maple,
phone 877.
NIONUMEN'Ttq
Murray Marble iind Granite Works
sixe
GOOD STOCK OF NEW,
builders of fine memmilsils for over
box springs and inter-spring neat- heti eentuy. Porter White, Manafactory seconds at less tnen ger Phone 121.
S15C
price. Also used mattresses that
have been sterilized. Good stock
of used coil springs. Used dressers SINGEft SEWING machine repred
Mr, and Mrs. C. 0. Bordnent
and Chests of drawers. Some nice sentatrve in Murray. For sales,
antique solid walnut aupboards, service, rapair tintact Leon Hall, arld daughter. Betty Charles, left
Trc Tuesday morning for a vacation
dressers, secretaries • n d sewing 1017 Farmer. Ph. 1622-M.
'trip on the East Coast. They plan
tables. Mayfield Salvage Store, 205
to visit their son and brother,
Alfr.7
East Bkoadw,iy Phone 727
SPECIALTY Wall and Rug De- Dr. James H. Bondurant, in PhilCall Jesse
terser C•milktny
adelphia, Pa , . and go to New
Tucker, Kirksey, Ky., 9200 or Mur- York, Washington, and other
ray 25.
A29C yoinu of interest.
-WOMAN FOR GENERAA, HOUSE
S
work. Call 805.
A18:

eases,
'

FOR RENT

• ..• .

oial~ssonow•••••••‘•

B

, The Wizards of the Air' sensational aerial act
COMING SOON!
Relax at the Murray
IN PERSON
• World's 10,.east
, Ai "Fuzzy" St. John DOUBLE..Millal,lBE Every
.1 .
,.
FRIDAY siM SATURDAY
Lester Flatt and
For Information Call
COLOR CARTOON
Earl Scruggs
MURRAY LUMBER
OHIO VALLEY TERMINI1
Ky
Paducah, CORP.
•porsr.o•a? to's

Its Ernie iiitaistaillas
ARE YOU
OUT OF
YOUR

OH, DEAR --THERE'S

EVERY NIGHT

WSM's GRAND OLE OPRY

COMPANY
Phone 262

NANCY

SPIKE

1.•4111M11/119211•W • I• M•••
Seam •••
•

`nal sr,

I. HOPE HE
1)OESNT

HE'LL BE TIRED
WHEN HE GETS
UP HERE

MIND?

BEAT YOU
UP TODAY

By Al Capp

t.IL ABNER
•••••••••

'7 I'm A

I'M RICH AND OLD"-SO,SH1%
GOT TO BE YOUNG AND PouR

MAN, WITH A
MUSTACHL -SO
WE MUST PtCK A

v4A-5 e.ORN iN A MANSIONiNE PORN IN
A LOG C.AESIN

I'M FROM THE
NORTH. SHE'LL HAVE
TO ESE FROM THE

f.r-

SHE SHOULD
A MUSTACHE..
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FRIDAY — AUGUST 17, 1056

TIM LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,'lef.

PAM! STX

UNCE
D TO ANNO
WE ARE PLEAsSE
Heating Dealer Murray Calloway Co.

Our Appointment as Coleman Ga

and

for

in keeping with our policy of handling only the very Finest
Nationally Famous Advertised Brands of Appliances
WE ALSO ANNOUNCE THAT

Mr. Frank Smith, Coleman Heating Engineer

Coleman,

Will Be In Our Store

Y
REVOLUTIONAR!

MONDAY, AUG. 20 ani TUESDAY, AUG. 21
to discuss your gas heating problems
IS HERE
BRING ANY HEATING PROBLEM YOU HAVE TO MR. SMITH WHILE HE

ENJOY A 'FETTER HEATED HOME WITH THIS EASYTO-INSTALL HEATING SYSTEM THAT SAWS MONEY!

* Individual Room Heat-Circulation
* Makes Floors Warm as Ceilings
* Gets More Usable Heat from the
Furnace
* Yet So Simple . . .
Fieres the revolutionary new central heating system for
any home. Nothing like it anywhere! Perfected by
Coleman. world's largest manufacturer of home heating
equipment It puts central heating on a new low-cost
installation basis. puts it within reach of families that
wanted it but couldn't afford expensive installations!
Before you spend a cent for home heating, investigate
tnis wondrous flea central heating system. Then make
your choice But see Coleman BLEND-AIR now!

Hens are the 3 simple parts of Coleman's
revolutionary new Blend-Air System

WHY BUY ANY OTHER SYSTEM? REVOLUTIONARY BLEND-AIR HEATS PERFECTLY—COSTS LEW
Gives economical heat! So easy to install in any
type of home! Pre-fabricated and pre-engineered,
delivered in a package complete, ready to install. Saves
time! Saves installing headaches Saves money!

comfort!

MS CALLED A BLEND-AIR!

Sim lit And Find Out I Come in— let us demonstrate the
new Coleman Automatic Furnace with BLEND-AIR
today. Learn the difference in comfort—learn how better
heating may cost you less!

New small 3ttch.dianteter pipet that
fit any construction. Pre-fabrkated! fro.
'engineered! Practical! Flesibl• elbows
bond around obstacles. Easy and quirk
Save isapensirst on-the-job
to install
hand metal.werk.

Automatic Gas

WATER HEATER

2 THE MAGIC BLENDER

flexible Rock
seals walls
and top of
storage tank

Each room has a blender. It sucks in
room air, blends it with the hot air from
the furnace, recirculate, it through the
room. Ther•s no date, static heel Y•ti
get even warmth from floor to ceiling.
cad Cabin.. type')
(Concireims. •IC

Why be anything but warm

through wintez —any place in your home! Colemaril's
at low cost!
BLEND -AIR is brand new central heating
Furnishe, all the heat you need — constantly, auto7,111!!(- clay'

These two grills are all you see in the
room ... yet between them in the wall •
takes place a most amazing heating ac-- --tion that gives you a better heated home

1 THE HOT All OWE

IT'S
SIMPLE!

Gives even distribefion! Individual ducts carry..warM:;.:.1;""
it a:r to each room. Every room gets just the heat
two
rooms
or
one
of
ng
overheati
no
needs. There's
compLETE!
with other rooms at the end of the duct system left
with a few wisps of warily airt: Eacti_roMn_Sets lisIN
the heat it needs with over-all thermostat control.
Gives over-all

•So Easy To Install!

Solid Glass
seals heat
exchanger
surface from
water
contact

MODONATIC WARM Alit FURNACE
Nos sod OR Moids

—.- —

Coleman's perfect-working modurtuatko

•c••••110
Ho Amoy dowo • Pays ter Rsetll Is mwdert awl

comfort heat-maker. Farces warm ct.r
into ducts that lead to each room indir$du-sily giving amazing ne., 0-1.11Y comfort for a better heated home.

-AIR. WE'LL
COME IN TODAY AND LET US DEMONSTRATE BLEND
COLEMAN
A
WITH
LITTLE
SO
SHOW WHY COMFORT COSTS
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